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APRIL 7: CAR SMASH TO BENEFIT AMERICAN BRAIN TUMOR ASSOCIATION

For $1, University of Dayton students will get three chances to pound on a car with a sledge hammer.

The Epsilon Delta Tau engineering fraternity is sponsoring the car smash from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Wednesday, April 7, in front of Sherman Hall to raise money for the American Brain Tumor Association.

For $3 students can really vent some steam — $3 buys a minute of pounding the Crown Victoria. The fraternity holds the event each year in memory of Mark Rice, a UD engineering major who died from cancer. In case of rain, the event will be rescheduled on Wednesday, April 14.

For more information, call Chad Pfontz at (937) 285-8727.

APRIL 9: UD STUDENTS TO SHOW OFF THEIR INTERNATIONAL HERITAGE

More than 50 international students will perform traditional folk dances, eat foreign foods and wear traditional garb during the International Fest from 3 to 5 p.m. Friday, April 9, in the Kennedy Union Torch Lounge at the University of Dayton.

Folk dances from Ireland, India and China will be performed by UD students and community members. There will also be a fashion show for students to display clothing from Japan and Indonesia, among other countries. Students will also participate in a quiz contest, similar to Jeopardy, where they will answer questions about international trivia.

For more information, call Zhongjun Tong at (937) 229-4640.